
The current administration has spent 
trillions of dollars so far and we are setting 
new records for debt every day. Spending 
in 2009 has increased in excess of 25%, 
which is the largest non-war government 
expansion since the New Deal. 

Government Healthcare is a multi-
trillion dollar program, which will crush 
an already embattled private sector 
economy, while government continues 
to grow.

Medicare is Government Healthcare – Take a 
look at all the fraud and waste! Do you really 
want this?

An estimated $68 BILLION in FRAUD every 
year – a shining and undeniable example of 

government incompetence in handling the 
nation’s healthcare system. The system is 
currently insolvent, and is projected to be 
completely bankrupt in seven years. Who 
will pay for THAT bail out? You know 
who… you will.

The Proposed Government Takeover of the 
Health Care Industry:
Independent projections tell us that:
•  As many as 119 million Americans could lose the 

coverage they have today if a government plan is 
introduced. Employers would be incentivized to 
drop private coverage, regardless of individual 
preferences in the matter. 

•  Bureaucrats and politicians, not families, will 
control health care choices and decisions. 
The horror stories of long waits and denied 
treatment in countries with government health 
care systems cannot be denied. Government 
health care doesn’t work. 

•  Even the White House says the President’s 
rhetoric shouldn’t be taken “literally” when he 
promises you won’t lose your current plan. They 
understand private insurers will be incentivized 
out of markets which will no longer be “free.”

The Politicians are out of Touch - They need to 
get spending under control, and eliminate fraud 
and inefficiency in existing government programs. 
We need to reform what we are doing, not spend 
more money we don’t have.
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Health Care Reform: Instead of introducing 
a massive government-run health care plan, 
Congress should:
•  Enact legislation giving families control of their 

health care by making insurance plans portable,
•  Reform the tax system to allow the same 

tax incentives for all insurance purchasers 
(employers and the self employed should be 
able to deduct healthcare expenses),

•  Reform the litigation system to decrease 
inappropriate malpractice and liability claims 
against all facets of the medical profession and 
industry in order to reduce costs.

•  Allow the free market to deliver real 
competition.

As a matter of principle, The Tea Party Patriots 
are firmly committed to supporting the fight for 
genuine access to affordable, quality healthcare 
for every American. The time has come to create 
a balanced, common sense approach that will 
guarantee that Americans receive the care they 
deserve and which will still protect the sacred 
doctor-patient relationship. We will oppose any 
system run by politicians or bureaucrats granted 
the right to deny citizens and physicians the 
treatments they believe are in a patient’s best 
interest. And we demand that the government 
clean its house of billions of waste, fraud and 
abuse to fund the necessary changes.

The Common Sense, Tea Party Patriots Solution

Spending, Spending, Spending:
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